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Fun days and nights filled with hours in the outdoors and BBQ's. This recipe book is a tasty
collection of some of the finest barbeque recipes you could taste. Here are some of the recipes
for you to try:BAKED SALMON IN FOILHERBY SPICY MAYONNAISEMUSTARD, LEMON
AND DILL MAYONNAISETOMATO CHILLI PRAWNSWHOLE FISH ON THE BBQPESTO
PRAWNS ON A SKEWERDRUNKEN PEACHESRASPBERRY COULISBANANA RUMBLE
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CHALLENGE 58INTRODUCTIONI love camping. I love being outdoors. I love cooking a
barbecue. What a magical combination, with the waft of embers occasionally coming your way,
as you sip on a cold beer and contemplate the meaning of life. Those 30 minutes or so, waiting
for your coals to go the right shade of grey are some of the finest that I've spent on planet
Earth. The cold beer helps, along with the promise of some of favourite food, usually eaten in
the company of people that I love. There is no finer way of spending time.Whilst I'm on that
subject, time is one of those things that cannot be hurried and if you were to ask me: “Allen,
what's the biggest mistake people make when they are barbecuing?” I would reply, without
hesitation “Not giving enough time for the coals to go grey”. There it is. Near half of century
barbecuing experience summed up in one line, but there are two good reasons for such sage
like advice.One, if the coals are not FULLY grey, then there will be flame left in the coal,
resulting in flame burnt food when the first splash of fat hits the black coal. Take it from me,
black is not a good colour to have on your plate when it comes to serving your barbecue.The
second reason you should allow your coals to grey is that the fire will be cooler. Slow and
gentle is the way, not fierce and fiery. My rule of thumb is to let the coals go grey and then, only
then, pour myself another beer and when that is near drunk, that's the time to start cooking.
Don't have the grill to close to the coals either. Start high and work closer, not the other way
around.By the way, I know that some of you out there will have gas (and electric?) BBQ, but
this book is purely focused on camping and barbecues so, for the purpose of all the recipes
contained within, I have assumed that all we have is a wire grill and a couple of bricks. That's it.
Maybe a bag of charcoal if you're lucky. But that's it. This is camping and barbecuing taken
back to it's bare roots.If you're interested in barbecue recipes for kettle BBQ and the like, then
please check out my other barbecue recipe book, as that one covers the more domesticated
barbecue. But, as mentioned, this is a camping BBQ recipe book and so I have assumed that
you have very little in the larder, or ice box, so some of the recipes may appear to be a little
simple. That is quite deliberate as we are letting the main ingredient, the fire and the setting
work their magic. After all, when you're camping, you hardly want to spend 5 hours preparing
that evening's meal. These are all tried and tested recipes and if you ever get to come camping
with us, there is a great probability that we will serve you one of the following recipes. So,
without further ado, let's explore our:Camping BBQ RecipesBest Ever!Enjoy! Let's get the
coals on!BAKED SALMON IN FOILServes 4-12Preparation time: 15 minutesCooking time: 15
minutesWhen we have guests we serve this quite often as the main. It's easy to do and the fish
looks after itself whilst you attend to other matters.Let's get on with it. Here's what you'll
need:Ingredientsone piece of filleted salmon, per dineraluminium foilolive oilfreshly ground salt
and pepperdried dillTo ServeServe with one of the mayonnaises that follow this recipe, along
with grilled tomatoes, grilled mushrooms and grilled courgette.Method1.You, or your



fishmonger, will need to start with a side of about a 5kg salmon, that has been filleted and pin
boned (the big side bones removed). Then simply cut a piece off, vertically from the swimming
fish perspective, around 1.5 inches thick, maybe thicker if toward the tail end. It depends on
your diner's appetites, but we are aiming for one piece per diner. You can buy these portions in
the supermarket, ready cut, but they do tend to be toward the smaller end of the scale. (In
truth, what we do in the UK is to wait for one of the large supermarkets to run one of their 'half
price salmon' promotions. We then literally wade in and buy a few, storing in the freezer until
needed).2.Next, cut or tear out 3 pieces of aluminium foil, about one foot square each (needs
to be big enough to enclose salmon piece on all sides, with some left over to create the seal).
On the first piece, drizzle with olive oil and rub around to coat the foil. Sprinkle with some
freshly ground sea salt and place one piece of salmon, skin side down. Then sprinkle a little
more olive oil, to coat the salmon on all sides. Then sprinkle with freshly ground salt and
pepper and about half to one teaspoon of dried dill. Then enclose your salmon in the foil,
wrapping the foil tightly around the fish. You can also use the 'en papillote' method and give the
salmon a lot more air room but you will need bigger foil if you go that way. I prefer the tight and
cosy route, especially if room is at a premium on your camp fire barbecue. Whichever way you
choose to wrap your salmon, you will need to add the other two layers. One would probably do
but you don't want to lose any of the juices through the foil.
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